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Sevalaya – PwC bring new homes and cheer to 20 families

Top : Renovated houses overview
Below : Houses ravaged by floods

L to R: P Rangarajan, Sr Manager, Sevalaya; T S Kannan, Civil Engineer, Madhuraa
Constructions; Radha Srinivasan, VP Donor Relations, Sevalaya; Neetika Goyal,
Assistant Manager, CSR, PwC; Jaivir Singh, Vice Chairman, PwC; Sevalaya Murali;
Deepak Kapoor, Chairman, PwC India; Kunj Vaidya, Senior Partner, PwC; P Lakshmi
Narasimhan, Manager - GRID - Infrastructure, PwC; Surendar, Senior Analyst, PwC

"I am happy that we got an opportunity to rebuild the homes and lives of the flood
victims. We wish them Good luck in their new homes.
Deepak Kapoor, Chairman, PwC India
It was a joy to see the happy faces of the
20 families, as they moved into the newly
constructed concrete homes on 16th
September 2016. Just 9 months ago, their
belongings and homes were wrecked
by the floods, and their lives were filled
with despair. The celebrations were
spontaneous as the new owners were
glowing with smiles and the entire village
sported a festive look.
This project was sponsored by PwC India
Foundation and executed by Sevalaya.
The handover ceremony of these free
of cost permanent houses was presided
over by Deepak Kapoor, Chairman,
PwC India Foundation. Jaivir Singh
Vice Chairman, PwC India Foundation,
Sevalaya Murali, and the people and
children of Puliyur Village participated in
the function.
Post the handover ceremony, a solar
lantern and hygiene kits, which included
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items for daily care and wellness kit were
also handed over to each family. Each
of these homes is built with a toilet, in
keeping with the Prime ministers Swacch

Bharat initiative.
Each of the beneficiaries, expressed their
heartfelt thanks to Sevalaya and PwC
India, and showered their affection by
inviting and offering snacks to the chief
guests and local people, to mark the
occasion.

“I was emotionally scarred when the flood waters entered my
home and the cracks in the walls started leaking water. I live
alone as my children are taking care of their families in another
part of town. I work and get wages only for 100 days in a year.
It was impossible for me to reconstruct my damaged home. I
thank Sevalaya and PwC for this wonderful gesture in rebuilding
my life. I am a happy man now.”
N Srinivasan, Puliyur
“I have no children and am partially handicapped. I stopped
working a few years ago and my wife runs a roadside stall.
The flood brought pain both physically and mentally and I
did not know how to cope with this calamity. We can never
forget Sevalaya and PwC for such a wonderful gift. We are very
grateful.”
E Murugan, Puliyur
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Joy of giving: the way of life

Dear Friend,

Wish you a very happy Diwali in advance!
Diwali (the festival of Lights), one of the
major festivals of India symbolizes the
triumph of good over evil. As the festival
approaches, there is a lot of celebration
in the air, with people busily planning
for the purchase of new clothes, sweets,
savories and all the shops are flooded
with new and novel varieties of clothes,
sweets and of course crackers, to woo
the people and make the occasion a
memorable one! As donors and friends
of Sevalaya (www. sevalaya.org), we
are sure that you have included your
extended family of Sevalaya also in the
preparation of your Diwali celebrations.
This extended family has 2285 poor,
destitute village children and 71 poor
and destitute grandpas and grandmas.
These children are getting completely
free education and doing very well in
studies. Many of our students who
completed school education have taken
up higher studies and many of them
are fully supported by Sevalaya. The
grandmas and grandpas as well as the
residents of the Children’s Home which
houses orphan and destitute children are

Home for flood victim

K Raji, Benificiary from Puliyur Village
thanking Thamizh folks of Lake county
and Sevalaya
The spontaneous monetary support from
Thamizh folks of Lake county, IL, USA,
helped rebuild the home of K Raji and
her family within 9 months, after the
floods ravaged and robbed them of their
home and belongings. Sevalaya started
the construction project in late April
2016 and the home was delivered to K
Raji and his family on 16th September
2016. Sevalaya and the beneficiary thank
Thamizh folks of Lake county, IL, USA for
their support.

given very good, healthy and nourishing
food, proper medical attention, love and
affection. We estimate at least Rs. 1000
as the expense for one person and we
need support from all of you to have a
great diwali for the 2356 people in the
Sevalaya family. We are sure that as
in the previous years, we will get your
support. With all your unstinting support
the evils of poverty and destitution which

plagued these 2356 residents are being
successfully overcome. We invite you
to join hands and help us celebrate this
victory on the auspicious day of Diwali!
Please do visit Sevalaya campus and
join all our children and grandpas and
grandmas for a grand Diwali celebration.
Thanks & Regards
Murali

How to make a donation
Cheques in favour of ‘Sevalaya’, or
donations in kind like clothes, crackers,
sweets etc., can be sent to our city office at
Sevalaya, : 54 P S Sivaswamy Salai (North),
Mylapore Chennai 600004.

Account Name: SEVALAYA
Account No: 029101000008743
Bank: INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK
Branch: Dr. RK Salai Branch (EE Road
Branch), Chennai - 600004
Branch IFSC Code: IOBA0000291

Or money can be directly transferred to:

For Overseas Donors:

For Indian Donors:

Account Name : SEVALAYA FCRA A/C

Account Name: SEVALAYA

ACCOUNT TYPE: SB Account NO 408048361

Account No: 218601000134

BANK : Indian Bank

Bank: ICICI BANK

BRANCH: DR. R.K.SALAI BRANCH, CHENNAI,
600004

Branch: Mylapore
IFSC CODE: ICIC0002186

Inspiring IAS aspirants

Sevalaya Murali spoke about “Living by
the ideals of Swami Vivekananda" to
150 aspiring IAS students during the
‘Mupperum Aalumaigal’ (Three Great
Personalities) at a Youth awareness
programme on 11th September 2016.
The programme was conducted by
the Manitha Neyam Arakkattalai,
and Yuva Shakthi. He exhorted the
attendees to dedicate their lives for the
underprivileged sections of the society,
stand by principles of fairness and justice,
abolish bribery, and never be afraid
of speaking the truth. G Ram Mohan,
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SWIFT CODE: IDIBINBBMAS
BRANCH IFSC CODE IDIB000D035

Retd Commissioner, Railway safety,
spoke about Gandhiji’s principles and
R Vijayanthi, Yuva Shakthi spoke about
Mahakavi Bharathiyar’s principles. The
aspirants were excited and promised to
uphold the principles of the great leaders.
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District collector presents BGV competition prizes

R Vijayaraghavan, staff, sevalaya
receiving silver coin at the hands of the
District Collector
On 20th September 2016, Thiruvallur
District Collector, E Sundaravalli,
IAS, presided as the Chief Guest and
distributed prizes to the winners of the
competitions conducted by Sevalaya on
11th September 2016.
11th September is a memorable day in
many ways. It is Mahakavi Bharathi's
Remembrance Day, Swami Vivekananda’s
delivered the historic address in the

parliament of religions, Chicago, USA and
Mahatma Gandhi’s unique new weapon
‘Satyagraga’ took roots in South Africa on
this day.
Sevalaya observes 11th September each
year as ‘BGV day’, by inviting children
from schools all over the district and
conducting competitions on the life and
teachings of Sevalaya’s trinity ‘BharathiGandhi-Vivekananda (BGV)’. This year

more than 1000 students from 50 schools
participated and 85 of them won prizes.
In her address the District collector
lauded the services of Sevalaya in the
field of education and the children for
their discipline and decorum. She also
distributed Silver Coins gifted by Sevalaya
to all the staff members on the occasion
of Teachers’ Day. Mara breech foundation
USA has sponsored the BGV competition.

Sevalaya Annual Sports: all 2185 children take part
participated in one or more of althletic
events and games, at the annual sports
meet sponsored by SCOPE International.

In line with Sevalaya's unique practice
since 2012, all 2185 students, from LKG
to Standard XII and community college

A total of 22 athletic events and 14 games
were organised for boys and girls, in 6
age groups, over a course of one month.
Every LKG child took part in a minimum of
4 games. In senior classes, the numbers
were 11 track and field events and 8
games. Total participation has increased
over the years and has helped identify
talent among students.
Vivekananda Team won the team
championship.

Track and field games : 3000 Mts
(Boys), 2000 Mts (Girls), 800 Mts, 600
Mts, 400 Mts, 200 Mts, 100 Mts and 50
Mts running, 4x100 Mts Relay, Discus
Throw, Shotput, Triple Jump, Long
Jump, High Jump
Games : Basket ball, Throwball, Volley
Ball (Boys), Tennikoit (Girls), Kho Kho,
King of Rings (Boys), Filling water,
Basket the ball, Frog Race, Musical
Chair, Stone collecting, Balloon burst,
Hopping, Sack race, Lemon spoon

Indoor games : Chess, Carrom

Lionbridge technologies sponsors ‘spikes’ for track and field team
Sevalaya’s track and field athletes,
hitherto running on bare feet, till a few
months ago, are now proud owners
of spiked shoes and running shoes

sponsored by Lionbridge technologies,
a long standing sponsor for the athletics
training programme of Sevalaya. The
spiked shoes provide more traction

On your marks.. get set.. go
The runners in their new shoes...

Athletic team testing their new shoes
LOVE ALL SERVE ALL

during competitions, while the running
shoes help the athletes prepare
rigorously for upcoming competitions,
and, day to day practice.
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An evening of mellifluous Bharathiyar songs by Dr Nithyashree Mahadevan

Pujya Sri Swami Omkarananda delivered
a discourse

Niranjan Bharathi, Great Great Grandson
of Mahakavi Bharathiyar lauded
Sevalaya's initiatice
Narada Gana Sabha was the venue for an divinity and power of Bharathiyar songs.
evening of Bharathiyar songs titled ‘Jothi As guest of honour, Niranjan Bharathi
Migu Nava Kavithai’ on 20th September
the great great grandson of Subramaniya
2016, as homage to Mahakavi Bharathiyar Bharathiyar, said he was happy that
and a fundraiser for Sevalaya’s activities.
Sevalaya was founded on the principles
The songs were rendered with grace and of the great poet and that his songs carry
aplomb, by Dr Nityashree Mahadevan.
the passion even after so many years.
The audience was in raptures when Dr.
The evening started with a discourse
Nithyashree sang some of Bharathiyar’s
by the Chief Guest Pujya Sri Swami
famous songs, ‘Kaakkai Siraginile
Omkarananda who touched upon the

Dr Nithyasree Mahadevan and troupe
rendered Mahakavi Bharathiyar songs

Sevalaya participate in Shell 's NXplorers

Hostel girls gifted with soft
pillows and sweet dreams

bring a positive change in the areas of
food-water-energy – to young students.
Theresa Forbes, Founding Director
Shaping Learning, an International
Education Group and Mary Van Der
Heijden, Project Consultant at Shaping
Learning and co author of NXplorers
programme were the facilitators and
had flown down from UK to conduct
the two day workshop. Sevalaya was
among the four schools that participated
in the programme. Five students and N
Annapurna, Trustee, Sevalaya attended
On 13th and 14th of September 2016,
the programme. Annapurna acted both
Sevalaya students attended a workshop
on -water-energy based on environmental as a guide and translator to the students.
There were group activities and Sevalaya
science, at Hotel Taj Coromandel,
children were able to mingle and made
conducted by Shell. Shell’s global
healthy contributions to the topic
education initiative called NXplorers
aims to introduce a creative approach to “environment science.”
“I now know the importance of food,
water and energy and how they are
interconnected. I was overawed by
the setting, but the staff of Shell and
Annapurna Mam made us feel at
ease. This helped me to mingle with
students from other schools during the
group activity. This was a wonderful
opportunity to me. Thank you Shell.”

“First of all I want to thank my
teacher for choosing me to attend
this workshop. Annapurna Mam
explained everything in detail in Tamil
and supported us. Then, we eagerly
participated in all the events conducted
by them. This helped me to overcome
the fear. Thanks to this opportunity, I
now have a few friends from city.”

M Ashok-Std XII

J Gomathi, Std XI

LOVE ALL SERVE ALL
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nandalala’, ‘Vettri ettu thikkum’. One
could see many people, especially the
old timers, hum the songs along with Dr
Nithyashree. Such was the power of the
lyrics that it resonates to this day.
As a kind gesture, Dr Nithyashree
Mahadevan and the accompanying
artistes rendered the programme totally
free of cost, to benefit Sevalaya.

C Balasubramanyan Team Member Operations, along with J John Prem and
Madhavan of Saint Gobain India Private
Limited visited Sevalaya on 30th August
2016 and distributed pillows, pillow
covers and T- Shirts to all the girls of the
hostel. The pillow covers had pictures
painted by the employees of Saint Gobain
on it. The team also donated stationery
items to the children.
OCTOBER 2016

Community college empowering women and youth in Vadanallur, Kanchipuram Dist

Vadanallur, a sleepy village about 80 KMs
from Chennai is situated in Uttiramerur
taluk, Kanchipuram district. A donor
suggested setting up a tailoring and craft
centre in Vadanallur. Even though it was
quite a distance from the Kasuva centre,
Sevalaya was quick to grab the offer to
provide a means of livelihood for the
rural youth and women empowerment.
Initially space for the community college
was an issue, but the local community
leader saw the benefits that were
accruing to the community and has now
A N Sabeera hailing from Vadanallur,
had learnt sewing from her aunt when
she was a teenager. After her wedding,
she came to know that her husband
had a few monetary debts to settle.
She was in despair and it was then she
spotted an ad for a job posting for a
tailor trainer at Sevalaya community
college. She applied for the job and
was selected. Her amiable nature drew
many womenfolk from the village to

TN Foundation donates 30
desks and benches

given space at a nominal cost to Sevalaya. for the tailoring students and they were
taught to stitch purses and bags in rexin.
Vadanallur centre was started in March
The centre has 11 pedal machines and 2
2011 with 100 students in computer and
power machines.
tailoring course. In the past five years
more than 600 women and youth have
The PC skill lab has 10 Workstations
completed the tailoring and PC skills
which teach the local youth the basics of
course. A majority of them are gainfully
computer skills and MS Office suite. All
employed in garments and shoe factories these services are provided free of cost
in and around Kanchipuram district.
to the beneficiaries. After the Chennai
Many housewives have purchased their
floods, a private donor donated 10
own machine and doing business from
machines for the affected womenfolk, in
their homes. The tailoring centre also
the village.
conducted skill development programme
learn stitching and tailoring at the
The joy of seeing my students securing
community college. She proudly says,
good jobs after taking training at the
that all her family debts are cleared and
community college is supreme. There
her husband, who works as a driver in
are many garment factories coming up
the village, and two children, a boy and
in the local area, and our women can
a girl are very happy with the way things
earn money working from home too, if
have panned out, in the last five years
they have a sewing machine.” she says.
that she has been with Sevalaya. Her
Already 15 women have applied for
eldest son studies in Std X and daughter
enrolling in the next batch, set to begin
in Std VIII, in the local school. “Joining
in the next three months.
Sevalaya has taught me to be humble.

Quiz competition by LIC

On 2nd September 2016, the officials
of LIC Kodambakkam branch visited the
campus and conducted a quiz programme
on Mahakavi Bharathiyar for Std. XI and
Std. XII of Commerce stream. There were
five teams and the questions were rapid,
and so were the answers. 77 students
participated in this competition. They
also donated a Whiteboard to the school.
K Vasantkumar, Chief Manager; K
Padma, Manager Administration; N
Ganapathy, Administrative Officer
and M Balamurugan from LIC India,
Kodambakkam

S Manmatha devi, Executive Director,
Tamilnadu foundation with the children
With best compliments
“Better is to educate an underprivileged child”
-MahaKavi Bharathi
“The soul of India lives in its villages”
-Mahatma Gandhi

“God comes in the form of Roti for a hungry man“
-Swami Vivekananda
												Well wisher
LOVE ALL SERVE ALL
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"Many inprovement in
just one year"
-Charlie Palmer
Having spent eleven months at Sevalaya
in 2014-15 I was really excited when
the opportunity arose for me to return,
albeit for a much shorter time. When I
first arrived back it was a great joy to see
all the familiar faces, and their welcome
quickly chased away my journey-induced
grogginess. As I have moved through
my two weeks here I have noticed many
changes since I left a year ago, all of
which help to further the atmosphere of
learning and well-being.
At the hostel beds were a very welcomed
new addition by the donation of Irene
Nicolle, and many girls proudly showed
me their bunks (recently completed with
teddy bears!). This morning also there
were additions of plump new pillows,
individually decorated and donated to the
hostels- the children certainly seemed
to have had a better night’s sleep on
them! It’s really heartwarming to see the
ground-level impact of small and personal
donations, proving that money does not
have to be the key to a great impact.
During the sometimes frantic morning
routine to get everyone ready for school
and college, music from some Tamil film,
unknown to myself but obviously very
familiar to the girls based on the chorus
which always joins in, will flow round

the hostel, creating an atmosphere of
overwhelming normality (and I mean that
in the best way!). One of the greatest
praises I sing upon my return is this
sense of care, resonant of any family
home, which I feel has become so much
more noticeable in the hostels this time
around.
Another welcome change has been the
advancing of the English medium classes
in the secondary school. When I was
here last the program was in its infancy
and I was sad to not be able to stay
and track its progress. But it has clearly
been a resounding success. Although
the children in these classes are by no
means fluent yet the impact of having to
communicate, read and learn in English

on a daily basis has greatly improved
their skills and made my interacting with
them on a conversational and educational
level ten times easier. It is the small
words which can make or break meaning
in a sentence, and had led to many
misunderstandings over the course of my
last visit, that have suddenly appeared
and have resulted in fewer repetitions
and better interactions. There are
currently three English medium classes
and as this system filters up I can’t wait to
see the long standing impacts.
These improvements have contributed to
a thoroughly enjoyable stay at Sevalaya
and I cannot wait until my next visit,
whenever that will be, to see what new
changes are put in place.

My life changed a lot after
joining Sevalaya
-S Bhuvaneshwari
S Bhuvaneshwari as she is called is one
of the dedicated workers in Sevalaya’s Sri
Sarada Devi kitchen. Hailing from a village
near Vellore, Bhuvana was deserted by
her husband who left her for another
woman. Stranded, with a son who was
in I std and a daughter in LKG, a pastor
of a local Church helped her to reach
Chennai and through the reference
of some mutual friends she arrived at
Sevalaya. She was initially appointed as
cleaner in dining hall and was also asked
to help in the maintenance of stores.
Later she was transferred to the kitchen
where she learnt cooking under Master
Srinivasan who was the head cook then.
Smart and energetic, she now leads the
kitchen team efficiently. She cooks the
morning breakfast and evening dinner,
and can manage any emergency. She also
LOVE ALL SERVE ALL

maintains all the registers pertaining to
kitchen department.
“My life after joining in Sevalaya is totally
different. I used to be very innocent and
not aware of what’s happening in the
outside world. My husband left me with
many debts. Now, I have settled them
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out of the savings from my earnings.
Sevalaya empowered me by providing
me cooking skills. Now I am confident of
facing life. My sole aim is to educate my
children well and serve Sevalaya which
has provided me a new lease of life.” says
Bhuvana with tears in her eyes.
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Body, Heal thyself

Learning team work and communication from a nonagenarian

‘Healer’ Baskar, disseminated this
powerful technique at Sevalaya on 3rd
September 2016. Baskar started off with
his story of ill health which plagued him
most of his life and how he decided to
stay away from Allopathic medicines
and found sanctuary in self-healing. The
session was interspersed with humorous
anecdotes which had the entire
auditorium in splits. The main takeaways
for good health was when and how to
eat food (eat when hungry, chew food
thoroughly), drink water when thirsty
– preferably from earthen pots, copper
utensils, the science behind breathing,
like breathe deep, keeping windows open
and avoid mosquito coils. He opined
that if the smoke can kill mosquitoes,
it can cause damage to humans too!!.
Sleeping well is another important aspect
of keeping good health, and humans can
take rest during the day, if needed, work
to keep the mind active and exercise to
keep the body in fit shape, and, last but
not the least, think positive thoughts. He
also briefly touched upon the mind and
intellect, relationships and education. It
was well attended by the staff of Sevalaya
from all centres.

Paul Siromani belied his age and regaled
us with his wit and perceptions about
team work and communications.
He had worked at many places in
India, especially with the poor and
downtrodden in Bangalore, Kolkata and
Orissa he said the main aim of every
organization was to become conscious

Rotaract club of Hindu celebrate
Elders day

of how to work together. “You have to
build processes”, he said. He laid out
steps to various methods of learning.
He said, “Whatever we know, is based
on our conceptualization of an idea
and experimenting with it leads to
our experience.” The session was an
interactive one with many role plays and
games focusing on clear communication
and team work. Mr. Paul conducted the
exercise at the city office on 16th July,
2016 and the campus on 23rd July, 2016.

Ranga Padmavijayam, Sr. Manager said,
“this session reinforced the belief that we
need to look at things holistically, and, we
need to work together to accomplish our
goal. The big takeaway was listening was
key to team building."

Cleaning ponds, planting saplings,
Sevalaya boys show the way

Students from Rotaract club of Hindu
college, Pattabiram celebrated World
Elders Day at our campus, interacting
with the elders.

Alternative medical camps for elders
Sevalaya boys planting saplings
On 11th September 2016, 30 boys
from Sevalaya hostel participated in
tree plantation in the pond between
Nathamedu and Pakkam junction. This
programme was organised by Danirasa
Foundation as part of cleaning of ponds
in rural areas. Sevalaya boys planted 150
saplings of shade trees in the bankment
area, in two hours.
Acupunture treatment in progress
An acupuncture medical camp for the
elders was conducted by Dr Yuvaraj from
Om Sai Acupuncture Educational and
Research Institute on 27th August, 2016.
LOVE ALL SERVE ALL

Homeopathy medical camp
Sevalaya, VIT University and Angel
Homeopathy clinic jointly organized free
homeopathy and general medical camp
at Bharathi Nagar Velliyur village. 127
villagers benefitted from the medical
camp.
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Danirasa Foundation has been given the
task of cleaning the ponds in 6 villages
in Thiruvallur by the District Collector.
Sevalaya children will be involved in
cleaning the ponds in all the villages.
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Truth prevails
but the arbitrators had inadvertently
committed an error in calculation which,
however small, was serious inasmuch
as an entry which ought to have been
on the debit side was on the credit side.
The opponents had opposed the award
on other grounds. Gandhiji was a junior
counsel. The senior, when aware of the
error was of the view that the client
was not bound to admit it. Gandhiji was
of the view that he should. The senior
feared that the award might be reviewed
and go against the client. When Gandhiji
He proceeds to narrate an interesting
insisted, he left it to him to handle it. The
episode. He was handling a case involving
client though was embarrassed accepted
highly complicated accounting. It was
Gandhiji’s decision as he had immense
a prolonged case. The book keeping
faith in him.
portion of the case was entrusted by
As soon as Gandhiji referred to the error,
the Court to the arbitration of some
the Judge accused him of sharp practice.
qualified accountants. The award was
Gandhiji was touched to the quick and
entirely in favour of Gandhiji’s client,

pleaded with the judge to hear him fully.
The judge gave a patient hearing. He was
able to rivet the attention of the Judge.
He was able to convince the judge that
the discrepancy was entirely due to
inadvertence. He did not feel disposed
to cancel the entire award, which had
involved considerable labour. The Judge
ruled out all opposition by the opposite
side. Gandhiji does not remember
whether the Court confirmed the award
with the error rectified, or ordered the
arbitrators to rectify the error.

Viswaitha club celebrate
NSS volunteers gesture to
Vinayaka Chathurthi at Sevalaya Sevalaya

Hepatitis camp for rural poor

Gandhiji in his Autobiography recalls
some of his experiences in the Bar
at South Africa. He never resorted to
untruth in his profession. Often he knew
that his opponents had tutored the
witnesses. He was also aware that if he
did likewise he could win the case. But
he never resorted to this practice. He
warned every client at the outset that
they should not expect him to take a false
case. He built up such a reputation that
only clean cases were taken to him.

NSS volunteers from city spruce up
campus and conduct Dengue awareness
programme.
11th September 2016, saw 60 students
from MGR Janaki College for Women,
On 10th September 2016, 70 members
Chennai descend on the campus as
of Viswaitha club, who are students
part of their NSS camp activities. They
of Hindu college, Pattabhiram,
cleaned the campus, conducted games
Bhaktavatsalam college for women,
for the elders and children and an
Korattur, Kanyaka Parameswari college for awareness programme on Dengue for
women, Chennai and Kandasamy college, the students of Std IX. They conducted
Annanagar, visited the campus and
games for the residents of Puliyur village
celebrated Vinayagar Chathurthi with the and distributed prizes to them. The
elders. They also distributed snacks for all college lecturers came to the campus on
the elders. P Dinesh Programme manager 12th September 2016 and distributed
of the club coordinated the event.
certificates to the students.
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Gandhiji concludes: I was confirmed in
my conviction that it was not impossible
to practice law without compromising
truth. He adds: Let the reader, however,
remember that even truthfulness in
the profession cannot cure it of the
fundamental defect that vitiates it.

Hepatitis screening camp by Chennai Liver
Foundation
Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C camp,
Sevalaya and Chennai liver Foundation,
an NGO founded by Prof R P Shanmugam,
organised a Hepatitis B and Hepatitis
C screening camp at Mahatma Gandhi
health centre. 279 people including the
campus residents and adjacent villagers
were screened in the camp. 2 of them
tested positive for Hepatitis B and were
referred to Ayisha hospital, Chennai for
further treatment. Such specail screening
happen in villages only due to Sevalaya's
effort and the poor villagers get the
benefit free of cost.
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